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The Rising of Thirty Thousand
By Bettina Aptheker
Ah, then I had fire in my mouth..
. . What did I know about trade
unionism? Audacity — that was all I
had — audacity!
These were the words of Clara
Lemlich as she recalled, many years
later, her experiences in the general
strike of the garment workers in
New York City that began on
November 23,1909. Known today as
the “Rising of the Thirty
Thousand,” this strike was con
ducted largely by young women
between the ages of 16 and 25, 90
percent of whom were Yiddish
speaking Russian Jews, recent
immigrants swelling the tenements
of the Lower East Side.
It was their original, tiny Local 25
which launched a struggle that
ultimately birthed the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union
(ILGWU). Their rising marked a
crucial point in the history of the
trade union and women’s rights
movement in the United States, and
inspired the first International
Women’s Day Celebration on March
8,1910.
Laboring 14 to 16 hours a day, six
days a week in the sweatshops of
the garment industry in New York
(and other cities), the women were
earning between $2.50 and $6 per
week, depending on their skills andor their rate of productivity when
they did “piece” work — a system
whereby the workers were paid per
piece of garment produced rather
than an hourly wage.
The small proportion of male
workers in these shops were skilled
tailors and often supervisors, and
earned a weekly wage of $15 to $23.
Safety and health regulations in the
shops were nonexistent. With

windows nailed shut, poor lighting
and no ventilation, the term
“sweatshop” had a literal, rather
than a figurative meaning.
Strike activities had begun among
the women early in September of
1909 with picketing at three shops:
Leiserson’s, Rosen Brothers and the
Triangle Waist Company. The
Triangle was the scene of the
terrible fire that claimed the lives of
146 women two years later, in large
measure because the safety

regulations fought for in this strike
were not won.
On November 22, a large meeting
was called by Local 25 in the famous
Cooper Union Hall in New York. So
many workers came that four other
halls in the immediate vicinity were
rapidly secured to accommodate the
overflow crowds, and still more
women, by the hundreds, lined the
streets.
At the Cooper Union meeting,
established union leaders led by the

conservative Samuel Gompers, of
the American Federation of Labor,
droned on in two hours of speeches.
Then, from among the strikers,
Clara Lemlich rose and asked for
the floor. Amidst some approbation
and
dissension,
the
chair
acknowledged her right to speak.
We have this account of the
moment:

Clara Lemlich made her way to
the platform. She was a striker from
the Leiserson shop; she had been
assaulted while picketing; she knew
from actual experience what her
sisters were up against, and that
they were tired of oratory; she
knew they had come for business.
She knew they were seething
with discontent and hatred of their
bondage; that they were pulsing
with sympathy for their fellow
workers and that each was ready,
aye, anxious, for the charge into the
camp of the common oppressor....
After an impromptu phillipic in
Yiddish, eloquent even to American
ears, she put the motion for a
general strike and was unanimously
endorsed.
The chairman then cried, “Do you
mean faith? Will you take the old
Jewish oath?” and up came 2,000
right hands, with the prayer, “If I
turn traitor to the cause I now
pledge, may this hand wither from
the arm I now raise,” and thus
started this historic general strike.
Through the winter months, in
the snow, facing hired thugs, police
harassment,
jailings,
near
starvation in the tenements, the
women picketed. Their heroism and
(Continued on page 7)

Shirtwaist strikers marching on New York’s City Hall, 1909.

Who's Who in History
(Editor’s Note: This women’s history quiz was
provided by the Monterey County Commission
on the Status of Women. Answers can be found in
this issue.)
1. Who was the first American Black woman
to publish her book?
2. What woman needed President Grant’s
approval before she could receive her law
degree?
3. Who was the first Asian-Pacific woman
elected to the U.S. Congress?
4. Who is called the “Mother of the Civil
Rights Movement?”
5. Who was the first woman candidate for
the U.S. Presidency?
6. Who won the 1931 Nobel Peace Prize for
her opposition to war?
7. Who was the first woman postmaster in
the Colonies who was later replaced on the
grounds that the job required a man?
8. What woman married to a U.S. President
developed her own reputation as a tireless
campaigner for world peace and equality?
9. In 1939, what famous Black opera singer
was barred from singing in Washington’s Con
stitution Hall because of her race?

10. Who wrote the first version of the Equal
Rights Amendment, in 1923?
11. What Cree Indian woman has written and
recorded many albums of songs focusing on the
situation of Native Americans in this country?
12. As Vice President of the United Farm
Workers, what woman has been vital in speaking
for civil and economic rights for farmworkers
throughout the U.S.?
13. Who was the only member of the House of
Representatives to vote against the U.S. entry
into both World Wars?
14. What leading suffragist was arrested and
convicted of attempting to vote in the 1872
national election?
15. What crusading journalist traveled
around the world in 72 days?
16. What woman operated “the Underground
Railroad,” freeing hundreds of Southern slaves
and leading them to safety in the North?
17. What woman was turned down by 29
medical schools before being accepted as a
student, graduated at the head of her class, and
became the first licensed woman doctor in the
U.S.?
18. What former slave was a powerful
speaker for the rights of women and Blacks?
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editorial

Women’s History Week in Monterey
If your performance on the women’s history
quiz on page 1 was less than satisfactory, you
have witnessed a first-hand demonstration of the
lack of attention our educational system has
given to American women.
The celebration of National Women’s History
Week represents a special time for schools and
communities to recognize the extensive con
tributions of women. The festivities conclude
with International Women’s Day on March 8.
In 1910, at an International Socialist
Congress, the German labor leader Clara Zetkin
proposed that March 8 be proclaimed Inter
national Women’s Day to commemorate women’s
struggles and historical contributions. Socialist
countries have celebrated Women’s Day since
then.
In Cuba and China, the celebration em
phasized women as militant participants in the
revolutions. In the Soviet Union, the festivities
were similar to Mother’s Day.
In the 1960s and 1970s, major cities in the
United States joined the celebration and today it
has become a widely celebrated day for many
communities and women’s organizations. By
1981, National Women’s History Week was
proclaimed by the U.S. Senate. Over half the
states have proclaimed National Women’s
History Week and in 1982, the U.S. Congress
issued a joint resolution declaring National
Women’s History Week.
The Monterey County Commission on the
Status of Women plans activities in support of
Women’s History Week. The major emphasis has
been to work directly with schools in the county
in an effort to raise the awareness of all students,

both female and male, to the wealth of women’s
history that has been omitted from standard
history textbooks.
The Commission has written to principals
requesting that they plan special activities for
the week. These letters are followed up with
personal calls to each of the principals.
The Commission has distributed packets to all
schools including lesson plan materials,
bibliographies, materials to analyze sexism in
elementary readers, biographies and other
suggestions for school activities.
The Commission also provides and coor
dinates speakers to the schools during Women’s

History Week. Women from all parts of the
county are solicited, through women’s
organizations, newspaper articles or personal
contacts to join in the celebration by appearing
personally in the class to share with the students
information about their work, their knowledge of
women in history and politics or other ex
periences.
In addition to the activities planned at
schools, the Commission has requested the
libraries in the county to plan special exhibits
this week and has provided the libraries with a
comprehensive bibliography.
The Commission has also sponsored a poster
contest to celebrate the week. The winning
poster will be selected by March 6 and will be
displayed in special exhibits in the libraries and
around the community.
In addition, the Commission has asked each
city council and the County Board of Supervisors
to officially declare March 6-12 Women’s History
Week.
The Commission hopes to assist schools and
the community in illustrating and celebrating the
contributions of women, so often ignored in our
society. The hope is that the emphasis on
women’s contributions will not be limited to one
week in March, but that people will begin
examining sexism in educational materials and
insisting that students and the community at
large be presented with a fair and indeed realistic
portrayal of women’s contributions in history and
contemporary society.
Sheri Perlman
Chair, Monterey County
Commission on the Status of Women

letters

Turning Swords Into Plowshares
Editor:
Enclosed is a letter I sent to the
Internal Revenue Service. I thought
your readers might be interested.
Dear IRS Representative:
As you can see by the enclosed
tax return, I am claiming a War Tax
Refusal amounting to 46 percent of
the total amount of my income taxes
for this year.
According to figures compiled by
SANE (Citizens’ Organization for a
Sane World), the U.S. government
in 1983 will spend 46 percent of my
tax dollars on current military
expenditures. This compares to the
mere 15 percent which will be spent
for human resources such as
education, social services, health
and food programs, and income
security.

DEMETER
229 Seventeenth Street
Pacific Grove. CA 93950
(408) 375-5629

This means that on an income of
approximately $15,000 per year, a
single adult such as myself will pay
about $1,000 of her own money on
nuclear weapons and other in
struments of destruction.
I am a conscientious objector to a
system which requires its citizens to
subsidize the means for mass
murder and the ultimate an
nihilation of all life on earth.
Military expenditures are
designed to make me feel more
“secure.” I do not feel more secure
knowing that we can destroy all the
human beings in Russia seven or
eight times over while they can
destroy people who live here only
five or six times (or is it the other
way around?)
Could not the same American
genius and wealth which designed
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our amazing missile systems be put
to better use designing plans for
peace and universal prosperity?
I would prefer to see our
“freedoms” protected by an in
ternational police force which would
also supervise the total disar
mament of all nations.
Only when we turn our “swords
into plowshares” will there be peace
on earth.
Therefore, I am sending the $---I owe you to the “Con$cience and
Military Tax Campaign” escrow
account for a World Peace Tax Fund
(44 Bellhaven Road, Bellport, New
York 11713).
The refund of $---- I am
demanding herein will also be sent
to that fund (you may send it
directly if you wish).
My money will be held there,
collecting interest, to be used to

promote peace, and awaiting the
passage of HR 4897 which would
make such a fund a legal option for
all thoughtful citizens.
The Fund then would be used to
promote peace studies, conflict
resolution,
international
cooperation, retraining of workers
displaced by conversion from
military production and in
ternational health, education and
welfare.
You may choose to prosecute me
or to confiscate my money. But I
hope that even if you do, you’ll
consider the issues I have raised
here. When you look at your own
pay check stub, what will you see?
I ask you to choose Life, instead.
In peace,
Emily Kahn
Del Rey Oaks

Disarming Frontiers of Space
Editor:
As the “cold” space war heats up,
we’re bombarded by higher doses of
radiation from the superpowers’
spaceborn satellites. Superpowers
have launched over 2,000 radio
active satellites, most of them
warlike.
We only learn about the nuclear
dangers overhead when one of those
lethal satellites goes out of whack
and comes tumbling down scat
tering radioactive debris all over
the Earth’s surface.
The invisible bombardment from
nuclear-powered satellites con
taminates the human nest and
threatens humankind’s survival.
Once before, when endless
warfare endangered civilization, the
Greek dramatist, Aristophanes,

offered timely advice on the follies
of war. In his political play,
Lysistrata, he depicted Greek
women seizing the high ground, the
Acropolis, in order to save
civilization. They held it until their
“male” warriors demobilized and
peace triumphed.
It might become necessary for
today’s women to heed the sage’s
advise again and make peace their
profession. The stage is set for
women to take the initiative and
turn off the flames of war. The tides
of history will only change when
women on the side of fair and honest
peace totally disarm the wide-open
frontiers of space.
Thomas McGrath
Monterey
(Continued on page 3)

news briefs
JAPAN
Women’s Activities for Peace
Following the establishment of a
committee to develop women’s
activities in support of the Second
U.N. Special Session on Disar
mament, about 1,400 members of
women’s organizations participating
in the committee appealed to the
public on the streets of Tokyo to
sign a petition supporting disar
mament. Large meetings on
disarmament were held, and a
resolution was adopted confirming
the use of women’s votes in
establishing world peace. The
women collected 50,000 signatures
for disarmament.
From Japanese Women
The Women’s Suffrage Center
Tokyo, Japan
GREECE
New Legislation for Equal Rights
There is a new Greek bill
abolishing the tradition of the
dowry, introducing divorce by
consent, and removing the husband
from his position as the sole head of
the household. All decisions on
matters relating to conjugal life are
to be taken jointly by the spouses;
alimony is to be paid by either
spouse,
depending on cir
cumstances; and all legal distinc
tions between legitimate and
illegitimate children are to be
eliminated.
From The Times
United Kingdom
INDIA
Fighting Against Dowry Murders
The traditional marriage system
in India has always required that a
dowry be paid by the bride’s family.
In recent years, the dowry was
outlawed by the government, but it
still continues everywhere. Hun
dreds of young women are mur
dered by their in-laws every year as
the result of dowry disputes; most

of these women are burned to death,
with the families claiming that their
deaths are accidental.
•
The following news story came
from the Indian feminist magazine,
Manushi, No. 8,1981:
“On the night of March 25, 1981,
Raj Rani Tyagi died of burns at the
house of her husband Rajinder
Kumar Tyagi, 4981 Gali Malyan,
Ahata Kidara, Pahari Dhiraj. We
are quite certain that she was burnt
bv her husband and in-laws.
“She had been complaining to her
parents about the cruelty, illtreatment and beating she received
from her husband and his family.
She also said that her father-in-law
and other members of the family
had threatened to kill her if she
failed to get them more dowry and a
share in her father’s house. Her
diary is quite revealing in this
regard.
“The police first refused to
register the case. After many visits,
they registered it but not as a case
of murder. After much persuasion
and the threat of a demonstration
outside the police station, we are
now told that a murder case has
been registered and transferred to
the anti-dowry cell of Delhi police.
However, the culprits have not yet
been arrested.
“We would like to emphasize that
this case is not an isolated one. The
Minister of State for Home Affairs
informed the Lok Sabha on April 1
that 394 cases of burning of women
by ‘design or accident’ were
reported to Delhi police during
1980-81.
“We demand that Rajinder
Kumar and his parents be arrested
immediately so that they may not
tamper with evidence or exert
pressure on witnesses; the police
officers guilty of negligence and
partiality be suspended im

mediately; exemplary punishment
be awarded to the guilty ...”
KENYA
Women and Land Ownership
In traditional times, it was women
who worked the land, although they
did not “own” it in the European
sense. Now, all land must be
registered, and women often lose
their rights and their land because
they don’t know how to register it
and because of the expense in
volved.
Today, there is a movement to
insure that women are represented
on all district land boards to prevent
women and children from becoming
destitute simply because the land
titles are registered under male
names.
“It is women who utilize the land
in food production and it is only fair
that they have a say in ownership.”
From Viva
P.O. Box 46319
Nairobi, Kenya
PERU
Peru-Mujer
Women Organizing
for Development
Peru-Mujer,
a
woman’s
organization in Lima, conducts a
variety of projects to involve
women in community development
activities. Since 1980, Peru-Mujer
has received support from the Path
finder Fund for a series of initiatives
designed to help women gain control
over their lives.
The Community Management for
Women Leaders course brought
together 30 women from the
pueblos jovenes surrounding Lima
to train in topics ranging from selfawareness and childcare to com
munity leadership and organization
skills. Other projects included a sex
education course among four

diverse groups of women, support
for scholarly research and an inter
disciplinary seminar on women’s
issues.
From Pathpapers
No. 9, August 1982
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167
BRITAIN & GERMANY.
Women Rally Against Missiles
Thousands of female campaigners
linked arms on December 12 to form
an unbroken nine-mile human chain
around a British air base at
Greenham Common, England, to
protest plans to site 96 Cruise
nuclear missiles there. The unused
Greenham Common base being
taken over by 1,400 U.S. servicemen
has been chosen as the site for 96 of
the 572 Cruise and Pershing 2
missiles to be deployed in Western
Europe by NATO in December of
this year.
The big British demonstration
was the prelude to the start of a new
campaign by women to blockade the
gates of Greenham Common base to
hinder preparations for receiving
the missiles.
In West Germany, thousands of
anti-nuclear demonstrators held
protest rallies throughout the
country and blocked the gates of
about 20 U.S. and Canadian military
bases. Protestors also blocked the
entrance to the headquarters of
U.S. military forces in Europe at
Stuttgart.
From The New York Times
December 13,1982

(Editor's Note: Many of the above
news items were found in Women’s
International Network News, edited
by Fran P. Hosken. A subscription
of four issues of this fine magazine
may be ordered by sending $20 to
WIN NEWS, 187 Grant St.,
Lexington, Mass. 02173.)

letters

United We Stand, Divided We Fall
(Continued from page 2)
Editor:
In the months following my ar
ticle on the West Coast Women’s
Music Festival, some things con
tinue to resurface in my mind and
must now be said.
I feel very strongly that we do
need space in the country together,
with music, with sharing; yes, most
especially with sharing. The division
that is ever increasing, from one
festival to the next, from one year to
the next, is haunting me.
First it was roped off areas for
chemical use, chemically-free and
differently-abled.
Upon arriving at the last festival,
we found camping areas had been
grouped and isolated by age, color,
etc., etc. I really had to think, “Now,
what category am I in?”
The overcrowded “general
camping” held no appeal, especially
with so much other land available to
spread out in and enjoy. I did not
respect the divisions, although the
spot I chose would probably have
been less appealing to someone not
willing to hike a good distance (my
one concession to the existence of
the division).
Unfortunately, these dividers and
designated camping areas are
symptoms of a growing problem, a
very serious problem.
Must we divide among ourselves?
Are we not being divided enough in

the world at large? Why do we
choose this division, since I know
the extra work would not have been
taken on unless some demand by
participants themselves existed?
How simple it seems — “united
we stand, divided we fall” . . . yet
the divisions reign.
It cannot be “women’s space” at
any cost. This is certainly not just
observed in the West Coast event;
from reports on the Michigan

Women’s Music Festival there are
many aspects yet that must be dealt
with universally and much to be
learned about the ways we are with
each other, how we deal with power
and what we can create with this
power.
I mentioned we must be patient
with each other — I do believe this
is so. But, not tolerant to the point
where these important aspects are
not dealt with immediately.

Time is too short. We must cease
our divisions, our isolation, our
judgment which must take place
before such divisions are created.
The love we can share, whatever
our style, shape, ability, chosen path
or heritage, our support of each
other is our strength..
For this purpose, I offer my
thoughts.
bb bastian
Tokyo, Japan

NOW: Energy and Drive
Editor:
Recently I attended a board
meeting of the California National
Organization for Women in
Oakland. Having spent those two
days and nights totally enveloped in
another world makes my reality
extremely difficult to bear, but the
sense of power I left with is hear
tening.
While experiencing a terrifying
reaction of “my goodness, women
act so much like men in these
spaces ” (but, when seeing two men
speak to the gathering, it confirmed
to me that women did not act like
men at all), at the same time I felt
their capability and professional
manner. The enormity of the
issue(s) was compelling and

distracting at the same time.
I feel a strong sense of power and
suddenly think we do have an
impact on the system for there are
some very strong, dynamic women
being groomed and developed of
whom we are going to be proud
when they have matured to their
full potential. If this small group
(about 250) of women has this kind
of energy and drive, the organized
and unified masses of women in this
country could not be stopped. I do
believe we are on our way.
Politics and women have often
seemed incompatible. I hear women
all the time say that they are not
political, for “politics is disgusting,
politics is too male, politics is
revolting.”

Politics is all of the above, but it is
the way things are, it is how we
make changes in this country. I’m
not totally pleased at some of the
methods to the ends, but I am in
credibly pleased to have had an
opportunity to spend time being
political and so proud to have been
among those women.
The Monterey Peninsula Chapter
of NOW meets on the third Wed
nesday of each month at the
Monterey Public Library on Pacific
Street.
The state annual meeting of NOW
will be held in Oakland in July. I
would love to have more women
feeling then what I am right now
about my recent experience.
Linda Crowe
Pacific Grove
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Continuing the Peace Dialogue
(Editor’s Note: Rosemary Matson of Carmel
VaUey co-led a group of 21 women and an 8-yearold boy on a peace makers tour to the USSR in
November. This is the second of two articles
giving her impressions of their meetings with the
Soviet peace activists.
(The first article described the U.S.
peacemakers’ meeting with members of the
Soviet Peace Committee and the Soviet Women’s
Committee in Moscow; President Brezhnev’s
death and the group’s participation in a memorial
service for him in Alma Ata, Kazakhstan; and the
satisfying meeting with Kazakh women in the
Friendship House. From Alma Ata, the next stop
is Minsk in the Soviet Republic of Byelorussia.)
By Rosemary Matson
The buoyancy of Alma Ata turned to sorrow
as we began to experience what Minsk held for
us. We were taken to Khatyn, the site of a village
40 miles outside of Minsk on a brutally cold

wintry day. Khatyn was one of the 86
Byelorussian villages totally destroyed during
World War II. One hundred and forty-nine people
were herded into a barn which was then burned
to the ground. There were only three survivors, a
man and two children. Khatyn was not restored
to life, but is kept alive in people’s memory
through an imposing memorial created on the
site.
It is a shattering and unforgettable ex
perience. It reminded me of our efforts to keep
the Nazi holocaust alive in our minds, as well as
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in order that we will
not let such inhumanity happen again. But do we
learn our lessons from these places? Are we not
headed for another Armageddon?
The next afternoon when we met with the
Minsk Peace Committee, we were exposed again
to the horror of war. The Committee had chosen
an elderly woman to speak to us first, for her
memories of the devastation were still vividly

with her. She told us that one out of four people
in Byelorussia had been killed, a total of
2,230,000. There were 260 concentration camps in
Byelorussia alone, 10 in the city of Minsk. Fiftysix percent of the population of Minsk had been
killed.
Again, Peace Committee members spoke of
the fear of the United States because we had
never experienced war as those on the European
continent had. This leads our leaders to talk
about a “limited nuclear war” and about it
happening in Europe only and not in the United
States. They know, and we should know, that
with nuclear weapons that is not possible. It will
mean annihilation for all.
The only fitting response to their words was
to ask one of our group members to sing a song
she had written, coming out of her own ex
perience of losing both parents in concentration
camps.
(Continued on page 5)

Vandenberg: A Personal Report
By Emily Fireweed
I’ve just spent a sleepless night in
a wet sleeping bag and hours in wet
socks and shoes, I’ve been marching
and shouting and crying in the rain
and I feel wonderful.
I’ve just come home from the
Vandenberg Blockade. Now,
soaking in a hot bathtub to revive
my cold bones, I am still singing We
shall not, we shall not be moved. . .
On Sunday, January 23, I drove
down to Lompoc with Jacquelyn
Smith from Carmel. We met our
“affinity group” (other folks from
the Monterey area) at the public
auditorium.
Only 500 people could fit into the
auditorium to hear Daniel Ellsberg,
and Darlene Khezu (Pacific
Islander and activist), and the anti
nuclear music group. The rest of us
sat on the lawn listening via an
outdoor speaker system, and en
joying the sunshine. A miraculous
break in the long series of winter
storms, it seemed especially sent to
bless our rally.
At 3 p.m., we drove in caravans to
the federal prison. From there, we
marched the three miles to Van
denberg Air Force Base: a mile-long
string of us, young and old, carrying
signs
(“Reagan
is
MXed
up”. . . “The MX is not good for
children
and
other
living
things”. . . “Grody to the MX”. . . )
and singing: I ain’t gonna study war
no more. . .
It was my first peace march since
1969.1felt in me stirring some longlost, long-missed emotions. Only
months before had I finally allowed
myself to realize that nuclear war
will mean the end of all living on
earth. That each new weapon steals
billions of dollars from the needy
(not to mention the waste of genius
that could be designing plans for
peace instead of instruments of
destruction)—and brings closer and
closer our own annihilation. Finally,
I could no longer turn my head
away.

The singing and the chanting
moved me more than anything. We
shall overcome. . . Blowin’ in the
wind. . . The earth is our mother,
we must take care of her. . . It was
inescapably stirring. The young
soldiers, stolidly guarding the main
gate of the Air Force base on
Monday morning, felt it too. They
would not meet our eyes. But
several of them smiled.
We thought for sure we’d never
stay over Sunday night if it rained.
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We planned to attend only the legal
rally, and if the storm returned, to
go home. But we stayed, in spite of
all the mud and drenching rain, the
discomfort of a leaky tent and wet
clothes. What a spirit there was
among the people there! A bonfire
in the rain, hot vegetarian food and
an inspiring meeting based on the
“consensus” process kept us
spiritually aroused and immune to
discomfort.
Only a few Monterey County
families had come down for the rally
and march. Just one of us, Rick
Marshall of Carmel, planned to do
the civil disobedience action on
Monday. Then Jesse Solis, a young
and starry-eyed Salinas man,
decided to join him. Four others,
including Jacquelyn and me,
planned to watch and cheer them
on, but not to cross the green line
that marked the boundary of
government property.
A few at a time, all during
Monday morning, women and men
stepped across the green line and in
front of the cars entering the main
gate. The cars had to stop, the
soldiers moved in and led or carried
the blockaders away.
Each time someone got arrested
we chanted: The whole world is
watching! The whole world is
watching! and we cheered and
shouted, “Thank you! we love you!”
to the ones being taken away. Each
time it happened, I cried.
One of the first to go in was an old
man. He strode out and faced his
frail body into the grille of a military
truck. Unbelievably, the truck kept
on moving! The old man stumbled,
trying to hold his ground—and was
led safely into the waiting paddy
wagon.
The first blockader of the mor
ning (I missed seeing her at Lompoc
but watched her on the news the
next day) was a woman celebrating
her 79th birthday. “I’m doing it for
the children,” she told the repor
ters. “We must stop this horrible
thing.”
It was hard not to follow the
brave dance of the blockaders, to
remain on the sidewalk and only
cheer. I had not prepared myself for
jail, but promised myself an arrest
in the next Vandenberg action.
There were not enough women
with me at Vandenberg. Why was
our affinity group, the local com
munity of activists working
together on direct action, made up
almost entirely of men?
Women were strong and equal

participants in the Vandenberg
action as a whole. Women’s affinity
groups were visible, women
facilitated the meetings, feminist
values (caring and mutual respect,
non-hierarchical systems) were
clearly the norm. But Jacquelyn and
I were the only two women from the
Monterey area who braved the
storm. I longed for the support of
more women friends.
Many of us tried to speak to the
soldiers who guarded the gate. We
called out, “The MX is a first strike
weapon! It will not prevent war, it
will start one! It is taking your
salaries!” The soldiers stared
straight ahead.
Most of the soldiers were Black.
Most of us were white. I thought a
lot about that. Racism divided us:
for most of these young men and
women, the Air Force was an en
tranceway into a life of comfort and
self-respect, that uniform the
proudest garment they’d ever worn.
And here we were, arrogant middle
class whites in outlandish costumes,

yelling at them that they are on the
wrong side.
I wish they could have un
derstood—perhaps some of them
did—that we were struggling for a
future for them too. We were
protesting so that they would not
have to die in the warthat not even
civilians, not even animals, not even
trees will survive.
The next blockade, planned for
March 18-21, may be even bigger
and better. It is some time in March
or April that the MX missile is to be
tested. It will head for the Marshall
Islands, a “protectorate ” of the U.S.
whose native people we have
displaced and whose water, earth
and food we have contaminated with
radiation during 37 years of colonial
oppression.
For information about a women’s
affinity group forming on the
Monterey Peninsula, or to join in
the anti-nuclear movement on any
level, please call Elizabeth Holm at
375-8072; Jacquelyn Smith at 6243982; or (in Salinas) Bonnie Kelly at
443-1261.

Terri Mead, 79, gets arrested at Vandenberg.

The Peace Dialogue

From left to right, Pearl Ross, Rosemary
Matson, Jacqueline Smith address a United
Nations Association luncheon.
(Continued from page 4)

After her song, we were able to move on to
comments from other members of the Committee
and especially delighted to meet Tamara
Khapalyuk, the Soviet mother whom Patricia had
traveled in Britain with when they were
delegates to the British Mothers for Peace
Mission.
Tamara is an active member of the Minsk
Peace Committee and had organized the peace
activists of Minsk to join the Nordic women when
they arrived on their march through the USSR
last summer.
She described the thousands of women, men
and children who responded to the call to join the
march through the city, and presented us with a
set of photographs taken on that occasion. She
told us that the Nordic women had invited the
Soviet women to join in Peace March ’83 when
they plan to march from New York City to
Washington, D.C. in July.
Seeing Patricia and Tamara together, two
women who cannot speak each other’s language,
communicating in love and sisterhood, made me
realize that we can do it — we can overcome the
barriers and come together as sisters and
brothers on this planet Earth.
Last Stop — Leningrad
We were beginning to act like a team.
Looking after each other. Each taking a turn at
pushing Mary’s wheelchair. It meant looking for
Grace, whose curiosity would lead her to wander
off when we were supposed to stay together.
Cheering Shirley on, as she invariably caught the
bus in the nick of time. Singing with Joan the
songs she tried to teach us during our in
terminable bus rides. Applauding Sally and Bo as
they entertained us with their duets.
Writing one more “dream of peace” on
Helene’s pillowcases which she presented to the
Soviet women to sleep on. Envying our 80-yearold Maud as she stood on her head, daring the
rest of us to follow. Talking Elena out of
“defecting” in Leningrad because she liked it so
much. Celebrating Pearl’s and Helen’s birthdays.
The Leningrad Connection
Although our meetings were large, somewhat
formal and cumbersome, we managed to create a
genuine dialogue. Everyone had an opportunity
to say something or ask a question. We were able
to introduce informality into our discussions as
we went along so that our last meeting in
Leningrad was the most productive and
satisfying.
The Soviets’ questions to us, in each of our
meetings, invariably began with an inquiry about
our freeze campaign and for an interpretation of
the recent U.S. elections. Jackie, who had headed
the Monterey County drive for a California
Bilateral Nuclear Arms Freeze Initiative,
presented samples of materials used in the
campaign to each peace committee and told them
of the wide support throughout the entire
country for a nuclear arms freeze.
Other members of our delegation had brought
posters, buttons, T-shirts, petitions, etc., and
explained the work of the organizations they
represented: the global networking of Women to
End War in the World; the STAR (Stop the Arms
Race) campaign of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom; the conscious
ness-raising and education of the Women’s

Action for Nuclear Disarmament and the
Women’s Party for Survival; the activating of
grandmothers through Grandmothers for Peace;
Mothers for Peace; Children’s Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament; Planetary Initiative and
on and on.
This usually led to the Soviets’ questions:
“Why so many peace organizations?” “Do they all
know what each other is doing?” “Is there
duplication?” “Do they ever work together?”
Some of us acknowledged this as a problem.
Others felt that many of the peace groups had
gotten together around the freeze in those states
where the initiative was on the ballot. Others
thought a uniting factor was the big march and
rally in New York City on June 12, when more
than a million people had turned out to protest
the arms race during the Special Session on
Disarmament at the United Nations.
Helene described the response to the SAC
Caravan (Survive and Continue) which had
crossed the country, gathering earth from
various Strategic Arms Command bases into
pillowcases — because we aren’t sleeping well
anymore — to present to the UN for safe
keeping. During our tour, she presented
pillowcases to our new Soviet friends on which
we had written our dreams of peace, asking them
to sleep on our dreams.
In turn, she had new white square Russian
pillowcases for them to write their dreams on for
us. They responded with great understanding
and enthusiam to her project.
Barbara recruited members for Babushka
Mira, a Soviet chapter of Grandmothers for
Peace when she said: “You can’t hug your grand
children with nuclear arms.”
The End is Only the Beginning
It was at the Leningrad meeting that our
connection with the Soviet women was solidified.
Together we agreed to exchange information and
articles about our various peace activities. They
will publish our articles in Soviet Life and Soviet
Woman and we will try to get their writings
published. We also made plans for a program of
pen-pals, or pen-friends as they called them, for
our young people. It felt like the beginning of a
productive relationship.
In our various meetings with the Soviets,

each of us attempted to express our desire for
more understanding and better relationships
between the peoples in our respective countries,
for the development of ties of friendship, and our
hope that in this way we can help bring peace to
the world.
We acknowledged that the task was no small
one and the responsibility we now each carry —
to share our experiences with those back home —
seemed almost overwhelming. Americans have
been thoroughly conditioned for so many years to
consider the USSR as our enemy and to fear a
“Soviet threat.” With the influence of stereo
typing of Russian people as “untrustworthy, ”
“aggressors” and “ruthlessly cruel,” many
Americans are resistant to hearing anything
positive about the Soviet Union.
A radical change will need to come about in
the minds of ordinary people. The Soviet Union
our group experienced was quite different,
whether in our scheduled meetings or in personal
contacts with average Soviet citizens. The latter
were available to us in that several of us had
friends or friends of friends to look up, visit,
bring messages or gifts to.
We found warm and friendly people, much
like ourselves. Many spoke English as well as
French, German and Italian. They were sur
prisingly well-informed about the United States
and eager to learn more and to make friends. One
said to us: “See, we do not have horns. Tell your
people to come see for themselves.”
The United States cannot stop the arms race
alone, nor can the Soviet Union. Working
together, our two countries can and must. We are
not each other’s enemy .We have a common enemy
which is the nuclear bomb.
George Kennen, in his latest book The
Nuclear Delusion, says, “There is no issue at
stake in our political relations with the Soviet
Union — no hope, no fear, nothing to which we
aspire, nothing we would like to avoid — which
could conceivably be worth a nuclear war, which
could conceivably justify the resort to nuclear
weaponry.”
Another peace makers tour to the USSR is
tentatively planned for August. If interested,
write to Rosemary Matson, Valle Vista, Carmel
Valley, 93924.
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Women and Peace Work
county councils, town meetings, and
state legislatures across the United
States.
And it is also women who, on the
grass-roots level, provide much of
the leadership in educating
Americans to vote for such
resolutions.
We are forming our own grass
roots peace delegations, with
women from Western Europe and
the United States meeting with
women from Soviet and Eastern
Bloc nations, both groups touring
the “enemy’s” country with
messages of peace.
And we are also holding our own
anti-war protests and demon
strations, such as the ongoing sit-ins
in American SAC military bases,
which women artists like Helene
Aylon, who created the concept of
the SAC caravan, and the Sisters of
Survival anti-nuclear “theatre” have
been skillfully dramatizing.
And also in sharp contrast to the
past, when men contended that the
pen, as well as the sword, was their
exclusive property, today many of
the most forceful anti-war writings,
such as Nobel Peace Prize winner
Alva Myrdal’s The Game of
Disarmament and Caldicott’s
Nuclear Madness, are the works of
women.
Increasingly we hear statements
like that of Caldicott that “there is a
tremendous untapped majority out
there — women” and that the un
derlying problem is that “the world
is in the grip of the negative
masculine principle.”
We are also beginning to build

political blocs committed* to the
more “feminine” values of ecological
responsibility and peace. Examples
are Petra Kelly’s “Greens” (the
Ecological Peace Party of West
Germany), and the fact that U.S.
polls increasingly show that
women’s support for President
Reagan is significantly lower than
men’s — a major factor being
women’s concern that he might get
us into a war.
Underlying all these differences
between the present and the past is
a fundamental — and if we are to
have peace, essential — perceptual
shift. This is the mounting

awareness that war is not, as we
have been led to believe, inevitable,
but rather is the inevitable by
product of a fundamentally im
balanced and anti-human way of
organizing the way we perceive the
world and act within it.
As women working for peace, we
cannot once again permit ourselves
to be misled and misused by the
ineffective male leadership and
male-centered ideologies. Our most
urgent task, if we are to succeed in
our work for peace, is to bring the
true nature of our problem — and its
solution — home to all women and
men of good will and open minds.

Graphic by Maryjo Wald

By Riane Eisler
All over the world women are at
the forefront of the movement for
global peace. Of course, women
have always been closely identified
with such “feminine” values as
peacefulness and nurturance. But
there are now unprecedented — and
potentially critical — differences.
In the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, a number of courageous
and unconventional women played
prominent roles in the anti
militarist movement. In the United
States, Jane Addams was president
of the Women’s Peace Party (later
renamed the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom).
And Lillian Ward was president
and Crystal Eastman was executive
secretary of the American Union
Against Militarism (the parent
organization of the American Civil
Liberties Union).
But for the most part, women
were still relegated to “auxiliary” or
“supportive” roles, under the
“guidance” of “non-violent” men like
Mahatma Gandhi.
Today more and more of us are
taking positions of leadership. Thus,
in the United States, Dr. Helen
Caldicott is the head of two major
national organizations: Women’s
Action for Nuclear Disarmament
(WAND) and Physicians for Social
Responsibility.
Randall Forsberg, director of the
Institute
for Defense and
Armament Studies, is the woman
widely credited with proposing the
nuclear freeze resolution that has
been adopted by dozens of city and

Abzug Builds Coalitions for'84
By Use de Graaff
“We have the responsibility to
make the government respond to
us. We must use our sovereign
power.” This is the message Bella
Abzug, former New York congress
woman and outspoken advocate of
human and civil rights, brought to
the 10th annual Monterey Multi
cultural Workshop, sponsored
recently by the California
Association of Compensatory
Education.
Abzug, currently president of
Women-USA, a national activist
organization, urged the group of
educators to teach our children,
parents and communities to
question those in power; to organize
to find new ways to resist the
destruction of the American
democracy.
She blames President Reagan for
the country’s current state of
disarray because his theory of
government seems to be “survival
of the fittest.”
“They are trying to make us
believe that the traditions of un
derstanding the poor, helping the
weak, the handicapped, and finding
ways to pursue equal opportunity
sapped this nation of its strength
instead of giving it the strength that
it has,” she says.
Recent polls indicate that people
on all levels of the political system
disagree with current government
policies, says Abzug. Even among
conservatives, polls show that the
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majority of people want cuts in the
military budget instead of cuts in
the programs for the elderly,
handicapped, poor, women and
children.
“Let’s begin to think about our
real power. People in this country
have forgotten we are sovereign.
This country, rich in democratic
tradition, can provide for our
needs,” Abzug says. “Women, old
people, young people, minorities
must organize against those in
power. Only a massive campaign to
bring people to the polls, to express
their true opinions in the voting
booths, can turn the country
around.”

Bella Abzug

Abzug brings up the “gender gap”
— the difference in male-female
voting patterns which had a
significant impact in the 1982
elections. The “gender gap” showed
that 53 percent of women voted
Democratic as opposed to 47 per
cent who voted Republican.
Female disenchantment at the
polls stems from the current
Republican administration’s overall
insensitivity to women’s issues and
needs: opposition to the ratification
of the ERA, cuts in social programs
for women and children and support
for measures threatening women’s
rights to their own reproductive
lives. “Women do have an impact
and it will stay that way,” says
Abzug.
To aid in this massive campaign to
organize the people against the
current governing power, Abzug
and her group are beginning a
major, national campaign to register
women to vote.
The two-year-old organization is
designed to reach out to grassroots
women who want to identify with
the women’s movement’s goals of
equality and economic justice.
It is not a membership
organization but a communications
vehicle which gives information on
legislation. Their toll free number is
800-221-4945.
In summing up our current state,
Abzug feels that the frightening
future portrayed in Orwell’s 1984 is
coming true. In the book, a society

tried to brainwash its people into
thinking that war is peace through
government doublespeak. But
unlike the totalitarian state in the
book, Abzug feels our government
has a different mandate.
“This country and all of its in
stitutions belong to us. We have the
power to make the system work,
and if we use the power, no one can
take it from us and we can make
change.”

Freeze To
Be Debated
The Nuclear Freeze Resolution
(HJR No. 2) will be debated in
Congress on March 7 and 8 and
voted on shortly thereafter.
Thousands of freeze supporters,
including some from our area, will
be in Washington to lobby our
elected officials to vote in its favor.
Local citizens will also demon
strate support for these people and
their proxies and make their own
statement of peace on Sunday,
March 6 with a silent vigil at 12:30
p.m. in front of Colton Hall on
Pacific Street in Monterey.
Vigils will be held the first
Sunday of every month.

The Rising —

Emblem of the National Women’s Trade Union League
(Continued from page 1)

commitment inspired even the most
conservative of the craft unions to
lend support. The real sustenance
for the strike, however, came from
the women in the Jewish and Italian
immigrant communities, from the
National Women’s Trade Union
League, from the Socialist Party
and the Industrial Workers of the

World, from the Black women’s club
movement and from the woman
suffrage leagues.
As one woman writing of this
period tells us, “The male workers
lost heart and stopped picketing,
not wanting to be beaten up. The
women carried on, suffering assault
and arrest day after day. Clara
Lemlich was arrested 17 times.”

Parental Notification
Rule Challenged
Planned Parenthood of Monterey
County will continue to provide
confidential contraceptive services
to teenagers pending the results of a
recent court case filed to prevent
implementation of new federal
regulations.
The Department of Health and
Human Services published final
parental notification regulations on
Jan. 24. The regulations will require
parental notification within 10 days
after prescription contraceptive
drugs
(birth control pills,
diaphragms and IUDs) are provided
to those under 18.
Of course, these prescription
contraceptives are only available to
females, which means that only the
parents of female minors would be
contacted.
The regulations will apply to all
family planning agencies which
receive federal Title X funds.
Minors who can afford to go to a
private physician or a non-federally
funded clinic will not have their
parents contacted.
This affects most family planning
programs in the country, including
Planned Parenthood.
The regulations would go into
effect 30 days after publication. The
suit filed by Planned Parenthood
Federation of America (PPFA) is
based on the grounds that the
regulations are unconstitutional and
that they represent an arbitrary
abuse of authority by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services.
The plaintiffs in the suit, filed in
Federal
District
Court
in
Washington, D.C., include Planned
Parenthood of America, Planned
Parenthood
Metropolitan
Washington,
D.C.,
Planned
Parenthood of New York City, and
Planned Parenthood Association of
Maryland, on behalf of themselves
and the Federation’s 187 other
affiliates nationwide.
Other plaintiffs include Laurel A.
Cappa, M.D., Washington, D.C.,
Nancy Noe, on behalf of herself and
other parents of mature minors, and
Jane Doe, on behalf of herself and
other mature minors.
According to the suit, the

regulations pose a serious threat to
the health and well-being of hun
dreds of thousands of teenagers who
will forego prescription con
traceptives and use less effective
contraceptives or no method of
contraception, rather than have
their parents notified.
The suit further states that the
regulations deny teenagers their
constitutional right to privacy,
represent an unwarranted intrusion
into family life and deny the basic
principles of confidentiality within
the doctor-patient relationship.
Planned Parenthood Federation
of America President Faye Wat
tleton said, “The regulations are an
outrage and a threat to the health
and well-being of hundreds of
thousands of teenagers and their
families. Under the guise of
protecting minors’ health, these
regulations in reality thrust the
government into the very fabric of
the American family. While we
totally support the concept of
communications between parents
and their teens, we categorically
reject the notion that such in
volvement be mandated by
government fiat.”
During 1982, Planned Parenthood
of Monterey County served over
1,800 teens with contraceptive care.
According to the Mid-Coast Health
System Agency, Monterey County
ranks higher than neighboring
Santa Cruz, San Benito, or San Luis
Obispo in teenage pregnancies. The
rate of births to teens in the state is
57.7 per 1,000 females between the
ages of 15 and 19. Monterey
County’s rate is 83.4 per 1,000.
The Planned Parenthood policy
on adolescent services states:
“While we believe that, whenever
possible, parents should participate
as guides and counsel in the
reproductive decisions of their
teenagers, we recognize that
parental involvement is not always
possible. Because some teenagers
would risk unintended pregnancy
rather than involve parents, we hold
that contraceptive services must be
available to protect adolescents
from unwanted childbearing.”

The key demands of the women
strikers were for safety regulations
in the shops, and for an industry
wide recognition of their union to
establish collective bargaining
procedures for an annual contract.
These were the issues around which
the bosses would not give in, and
these were the issues which the
more privileged men in the union
leadership conceded. The women
voted down a proposed strike
settlement in February of 1910 and
continued picketing, but the men
negotiated settlements shop-byshop and the women could not
sustain the strike.
The women won some con
cessions, including a 52-hour per
week work limit, time and a half for
overtime and paid vacations. But
the real victory was in what they, as
women, had claimed for themselves:
knowledge in the strength of their
own numbers, and the dignity and
independence of spirit realized in
their own power.
Although there are disputed
accounts of who was the first to call

for an International Women’s Day,
all concur that the day was oc
casioned by a recognition of the
epoch struggle of the Thirty
Thousand. And, on March 8, 1910, a
group of socialist-minded women in
New York City did call a demon
stration in honor of the garment
workers strike and in support of
woman suffrage.
In our time, International
Women’s Day has become an an
nual, month-long celebration of the
history, the beauty and the work of
women throughout the world. And
too, we remember and honor the
legacy of the Thirty Thousand.

A nswers
1. Phyllis Wheatley (1753-1784)
2. Belva Lockwood (1830-1917)
3. Patsy Mink (1927-)
4. Rosa Parks (1920-)
5. Victoria Woodhull (1838-1927)
6. Jane Addams (1860-1935)
7. Mary Goddard (1738-1816)
8. Eleanor Roosevelt (1884-1962)
9. Marian Anderson (1902-)

10. Alice Paul (1885-1977)
11. Buffy Sainte-Marie (1941-)
12. Delores Huerta (1930-)
13. Jeanette Rankin (1880-1973)
14. Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906)
15. Nellie Bly (1867-1922)
16. Harriet Tubman (1820-1913)
17. Elizabeth Blackwell (1821-1910)
18. Sojourner Truth (1797-1883)

Anthony and Stanton
On Saturday, March 12, the
Monterey Peninsula College
Women’s Studies Program will
sponsor Susan B. Anthony and Mrs.
Stanton, a dramatic presentation by
Miriam Reed.
The program, to be held in MPC’s
Choral Room, is set to begin at 8
p.m. A reception will follow the
performance.
Susan B. Anthony was not always
a militant reformer, demanding the
vote for women. As a young girl,
she had “plenty of beaux’’ and
frivolous moments. But influenced
by her father and her own
awareness,
she
consciously
dedicated her life to embrace the
family of humanity.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, busy
mother of seven children, found her
own talents heightened and focused
by contact with Susan. As Mrs.
Stanton wrote, “Susan supplied the

Reed as Elizabeth Cady Stanton

facts and statistics, I the philosophy
and rhetoric, and, together, we have
made arguments that have stood
unshaken.” Together these two
remarkable women spearheaded the
Women’s Rights Movement of the
nineteenth century.
The text of this presentation has
been created from the diaries,
speeches, and other writings of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan
B. Anthony.
Miriam Reed grew up near
Baltimore, Maryland, where she
studied dramatics and sppech at
Peabody Institute, later performing
in little theater and summer stock.
In California, she began college
and finally went on to complete her
doctorate in comparative literature
at UCLA.
After teaching for two years in
the English Department at UCLA,
she has returned to acting.

Miriam Reed
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Saturday

Problem Solving workshop with
Claudia Daniels and Lynne White
Dixon. Dramatic lifestyle changes
are expected of successful women
today. Learn a rapid problem
solving technique to resolve con
cerns in your personal and-or
professional life. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. $50,
includes lunch. For more in
formation, call 372-6242.

6

march

march

14

tuesday
During Women’s History Week,
March 7-11, the Women’s Studies
Program at Monterey Peninsula
College will offer a daily program at
noon on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday and at 12:30 on Tuesday and
Thursday.
Each daily program will feature
aspects of the lives of women in
history, including women’s artistic
achievements, stories of women
freedom fighters, poetry and short
stories by women, and readings
from women’s journals.
For daily listings, please call 6464038.
Come to the Costanoan Lounge of
the Student Union and join in
celebrating women’s contributions.

Mothering Skills meeting,
sponsored by the Childbirth
Education League. St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church, Central and 12th,
Pacific Grove, 10 a.m.

The Family Resource Center
begins a volunteer training session.
Volunteers are needed for the
respite child care center, the parent
aide program, the speakers’ bureau
and the “loveline,” a 24-hour
referral and information service.
For more information, call Patty
Harder at 394-4622.

march

International
Women’s Day

Natural Family Planning Class
offered through Planned Paren
thood of Monterey County. This
method requires training in ob
servance of certain body signs to
determine fertility and is used
successfully both by couples who
desire pregnancy and those who
don’t. For more information or to
register, call 373 1691.

10

12

Demeter meeting and deadline
for copy for the April issue. 229 17th
St., Pacific Grove. 6 p.m. All in
terested welcome.

League’s
Bring a
Children
for more

Susan B. Anthony and Mrs.
Stanton, a dramatic presentation, 8
p.m., Choral Room, MPC.

Dealing with Stress Effectively
class with Diana S. Case. Provides
participants with an understanding
of stress and its effects, the
relationship to illness and wellness,
and helps individuals to develop
stress management programs. $28
fee, four meetings. Call MPC
Community Services for more in
formation, 646-4051.
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Saturday

march

thursday

Mothering
Skills
Meeting
sponsored by Childbirth Education
League. St. Mary’s Episcopal
Church, Central and 12th, Pacific
Grove. 10 a.m.

19

march

In Concert

Hanni Schmid-Wyss
Pianist
Lux Brahn, Clarinet
MPC Music Hall

Saturday

Fertility Awareness Workshop
will be presented by Salamah Katz.
Physiological functions as well as
sociological and anthropological
issues will be discussed. 9:30 a.m.4:30 p.m., 227 Forest Ave., Pacific
Grove. $25 fee. Call 899-3468 for
more information.

Saturday, March 20,1983

General Admission: $4

Miss Brahn and Miss Schmid-Wyss are
both from Switzerland and are on a
North American concert tour. Their
concert activities have included radio
and television broadcasts and con
certs in France, Belgium, Italy, Ger
many and the U.S.A.

The program will include piano solo
pieces by Chopin and Bartok and duo
concert pieces for piano and clarinet
by Weber Schumann and Poulenc.

National Organization for Women
meeting, 7:30 p.m., Monterey Public
Library.

Prepared Childbirth class begins.
Course includes relaxation training,
breathing, nutritional guidance,
mechanics of labor, companion’s role
as coach, drugs and technologies,
hospital procedures, breastfeeding
skills, newborn care, and post
partum adjustments. Eight-week
course, $45. Saturdays, 9 a.m.-noon.
For further information, call
Childbirth Education League at 3755737 or MPC Community Services
at 646-4052.

Ongoing

Monterey’s Women’s Film Series
continues with The Fear That Binds
Us, a collection of five stories about
violence against women. Proceeds
will go to the YWCA Domestic
Violence program. 1 p.m., Dream
Theater, New Monterey. $5.

march
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Sunday

24

thursday

Demeter meeting and planning
May issue. 229 17th St., Pacific
Grove, 6 p.m. All interested
welcome.

25

friday

Thursdays
>
>
J
‘
:

Peace Vigil, 12:30 p.m., Colton
Hall, Pacific Street, Monterey.

The Fear That Binds Us
One of every four women killed in
the United States is murdered by a
husband or lover. This is one of the
startling facts about violence
against women explored in the
award-winning film, The Fear That
Binds Us, to be shown at a benefit
for the YWCA of the Monterey
Peninsula’s Domestic Violence
program on Sunday, March 6. The 1
p.m. matinee is set for the Dream
Theater in New Monterey.
Fourth in the Monterey Women’s
Film Series, The Fear That Binds
Us is a collection of five stories
about violence against women. The
documentary film makes a powerful
statement, in personal, human
terms, about a problem that can
affect any woman. Although no
violence is actually shown in the
film, the topics of rape, beating of
wives, lovers, mothers or sisters,
and child abuse are sensitively and
realistically presented.
All proceeds from the benefit will
go to the YWCA Domestic Violence
program, which includes a 24-hour
Crisis Line and Emergency Shelter.

march
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monday

Childbirth Education
get-acquainted lunch.
potluck salad to share.
welcome. Call 646-8085
information.

Any Woman Can . . . annual
conference meets 9 a.m.-3 p.m. at
MPC. Sponsored by the National
Women’s Political Caucus and other
local women’s groups. See article in
this issue for more details.

thursday

march

The Shelter for battered women and
their children was opened in July of
1982. The program is also designed
to educate people about this
problem that cuts across every
social and economic line.
“Even though this subject is
disturbing, there is beginning to be
more attention paid to it and more
help for the women and children
involved,” says Susan Silver,
resource coordinator for the YWCA.
Alan Weber and John Harris,
owners of the Dream Theater,
donate the use of the theater for this
series of women’s films. Tickets are
$5 and may be purchased in advance
at the YWCA, 276 Eldorado in
Monterey, The Dream Theater, Do
Re Mi Music in the Barnyard, or at
the door.
Immediately following the film,
Paula Butterfield will lead an op
tional discussion for those who wish
to stay and examine the issues
raised by the film.
For information, call the Y at 6490834.
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Parents Anonymous, a self-help
group for those concerned about their
Yoga class at the Multi-Use interaction with their children. Spon
Center in Seaside. 1:30-2:30 p.m. sored by the Child Abuse Prevention
Call the YWCA at 649-0834 for more Council. Group meets at 6 W. Gabilan,
information.
Salinas. Call 758-2910 for more
information.
Support Group for Rape
Victims designed to increase the
Bisexuality Support Group meets
victim’s positive self worth and
Thursday nights. For more in
decrease isolation. Lynne Whiteformation, call 394-5085 or 394-3954.
Dixon facilitates the group.
Sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Gay and Lesbian AA meets 7:30
Center, 651 Van Buren, Monp.m. at the Monterey Neighborhood
terey. 7:30-9 p.m. Call 373-3365.
Center, comer of Dickman and Light
house, Monterey.

Tuesdays

Support Group for Mothers. Led
by Joni Caldwell. Offered through
the Family Resource Center, 500
Hilby Ave., Seaside. 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Call 394-4622 for more information.
Support Groups for Fathers. Led
by Craig McCracken. Offered
through the Family Resource
Center, 500 Hilby Ave., Seaside.
7:30-9 p.m. Call 394-4622 for more
information.
Wednesdays
Women’s Problem Solving and
Support Group. Through mutual
support and brainstorming, women
resolve conflicts they may be ex
periencing in their personal or
professional lives. Offered by
Claudia Daniels, M.F.C.C., and
Lynne White-Dixon, L.C.S.W.
Sliding scale fee. Group meets 6:30
p.m. Call 372-6242 for more
information.

Celebration of Health, a three-day
festival,
begins.
Featuring
playshops, presentations, 10K run,
booths, special entertainment and
much more. Monterey County
Fairgrounds.
$5
admission.
Produced by the Monterey
Peninsula Wellness Center.

Fridays
The YWCA Domestic Violence Sup
port Group is designed for women in
volved in violent relationships. It
meets 1-3 p.m. at the Family Re
source Center, 500 Hilby, Seaside.
Child care is provided. Contact Paula
Butterfield at 649-0834 for more
information.

NOTICE
The Lesbian Rap Group, which
had been meeting on Friday nights,
has disbanded, but may start up this
fall. We’ll keep you posted.

Weekly women’s group for
support and problem-solving in
Sundays
personal and professional issues.
Lesbian AA meets 7-8:30 p.m. at
For self-expression, clarification and Janus Recovery House, 202 7th Ave.,
direction. For exploring options and Santa Cruz.
expanding your potential. Contact
Diana S. Case, licensed marriage
Other
and family counselor with 13 years’
experience, 375-6142.
National Organization for
Women
meets the third Thur
Women’s Support Group for
sharing and receiving support in sday of each month at the
personal relationships. All are Monterey Public Library, 7 p.m.
welcome. Call Jacqueline Hudson at
Bisexual Support Network meets
624-3589. Group meets in Palo
first and 16th of each month, 6-10
Colorado Canyon.
p.m., at the Louden Nelson Center,
Santa Cruz.
Women’s Action for Nuclear Di
sarmament meets every month. Call
>25-2379 for specific dates, times and
ocations.
The YWCA Creative Writing Group
meets 7-9 p.m. in the Monterey YWCA i
library. In this group, women share
their writings, and receive supportive
feedback.

Any Woman Can. . .
The sixth annual Any Woman Can
Conference will take place at
Monterey Peninsula College on
Saturday, March 12. The con
ference, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., will
be held in Lecture Forum 101.
The focus is on developing
political skills for women to equip
themselves in tackling issues that
affect their lives.
The conference consists of
workshops and seminars which
provide practical training.
This year’s sessions include public
speaking, grass roots organizing,
stress management, campaign
packaging, and learning to use the
radio media.
There will also be sessions on factfinding about women’s lives, con
cerns and issues.
The conference is sponsored by
the Monterey County chapter of the
National Women’s Political Caucus,
founded on the Peninsula in 1977.
NWPC encourages women to
participate more fully in public lives
and ensures that political candidates

and elected officials, both male and
female, pay attention to the needs of
women in their constituencies.
Co-sponsors of this year’s event
include the YWCA of the Monterey
Peninsula, the Women’s Studies
Program at MPC and the League of
Women Voters of both Salinas and
the Monterey Peninsula.
A prominent woman in public life
will address the conference at 9:30
a.m. Two sets of 90-minute
workshops follow, the first
beginning at 11 a.m. and the second
at 1:30 p.m.
Conference registration and a
catered lunch will carry a fee of $10.
Child care for all ages will be
provided by the CHEER program in
Monterey,
with
advance
registration through the YWCA at
649-0834.
The theme of the conference,
coming as it does at the conclusion
of Women’s History Week, is Any
Woman Can Make Political History.
For more information, please
leave your name at 659-4038.

books

A Biomythography
Lorde, Audre. Zami: A New
Spelling of My Name. Watertown,
Mass.: Persephone Press, 1982.
Audre Lorde, beautiful Black poet
and lesbian-feminist theorist, has
given us a special gift. Written in a
form she calls “biomythography,” it
is the story of her childhood and
young adult years, as she claimed
her own power as a lesbian and as a
writer.
Lorde allows us to see, feel and
hear the strengths and pains of her
West Indian heritage. We see her
mother, her relationship with her
two older sisters, the Harlem neigh
borhood in which she lived.
Woven into the center of the

story are Lorde’s intense feelings as
she struggles to make sense and
connections across fragmented
boundaries and to come to terms
with a hurtful, racist society. Lorde
says: “Every woman I have ever
loved has left her print upon me,
when I loved some invaluable piece
of myself apart from me — so dif
ferent that I had to stretch and
grow in order to recognize her.”
This vivid, honest book insists
that every woman who reads it
stretches and grows. It is a book of
healing and personal integration,
sharing pain and exploring tools for
community and love.
—Kate Miller

Scholarly Yet Readable

Graphic by Maryjo Wald
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Wolff,
Charlotte,
M.D.
Bisexuality: A Study. London:
Quartet Books, 1977.
A British psychiatrist and
sexologist has written this scholarly
yet enormously readable study of
the backgrounds and sex lives of 150
(75 male, 75 female) bisexuals.
Wolffs book begins with a history
of theories about and attitudes
toward bisexuality. She argues for
the overwhelming importance of
societal factors in developing our
sexual and gender identity.
However, she is heavily in
fluenced by psychoanalytic theory,
and feels that our sexual preference
is determined in early childhood.
She seems to place most of the
“blame” on the mother-child
relationship.
In one chapter, Wolff sweeps
through a wide range of feminist
thought, summing up with her view
that “the time has come for (women)
to rule openly, but together with
and not against men” (p. 51).
Over half of the book is devoted to
case histories, interviews and
autobiographical sketches of her
respondents. Many of these are
touching, even erotic, and all are
absorbing reading. These individual
studies, while leading to the not
surprising conclusion that all
bisexuals are different, do tend
toward some commonalities. Almost
all respondents held the view that
their bisexuality was an advantage,
and necessary to their realization of
their true natures.
Wolff defines bisexuality rather
narrowly, limiting her study to
those who sexually relate to men
and women at the same time in their
lives. Hence, none of her subjects
was monogamous.
Many of their conflicts and dif
ficulties seem to arise out of the
need to deal with jealousy and the
emotional balancing act required in
nonmonogamy, rather than from
concerns specifically related to
sexual orientation.
Some of the most interesting, if
not surprising, findings concerned
the differences between male and
female respondents. She found that
women, for example, had much
closer emotional attachments to
other women than to their male
lovers, while men generally had
superficial sexual contacts with
other men and their closest
emotional ties were also with
women.

Another finding was that women
felt less secure in their lesbian
relationships, as lesbian partners
tended to feel jealous and insecure,
afraid that a bisexual woman might
prefer a man. Also, political
disapproval by radical lesbians
caused many feelings of conflict for
bisexual women.
As in America, British “bisexuals
live in a twilight world.
Heterosexual people blame them for
eating their cake and having it.
Homosexuals accuse them of
hypocrisy in not belonging to them,
and so avoiding being true to
themselves and ‘copping out’ ” (p.
106).
However, Wolff maintains that
the British lesbian organizations
Sappho and Kenric (to which she
belongs) are “tolerant” of their
bisexual members.
Statistical tables in the appendix
examine family histories, dreams,
and sex lives of the respondents.
The careful statistics highlight the
fact that within a framework as
tightly controlled as a study of
human feeling can be, Wolff has
written a book with a strong
emotional flavor and an un
mistakable point of view.
—Emily Fireweed

THE

WOMAN’S

BOOKSHELF
Originated by Polly Parker

Miner, Valerie. Movement.
Trumansburg, New York: The
Crossing Press, 1982.

This new novel is written in the
form of a collection of short stories
about a woman named Susan who
changes and grows as she moves in
many different directions. Inter
spersed with Susan’s stories are
short vignettes showing other
women who are having different
experiences. It is likely that they
and Susan won’t ever meet, but
they are all part of the same
tapestry.
Susan’s story begins in Berkeley
in the 1960s; she is a young, married
woman who goes to Canada with her
husband to avoid the draft. We see
her demonstrating in Canada,
working in collectives in England,
traveling to Africa, divorcing her
husband, growing into feminism,
working for social change, naming
herself as a writer.
Eventually, she returns to
Berkeley, and we see her looking at
her own experiences, and analyzing
the choices that she’s made on her
way. Miner is reminding us that
change is circular and continuous,
and that we grow personally as we
act “politically.”
As we watch Susan learn how to
determine her own goals, how to
develop non-oppressive relation
ships, how to be serious about her
work, Miner gives us each a chance
to look at our own movements.
These stories are also a naming
and reclaiming of our recent
feminist history, and of the ways
we’re finding to flourish and grow.
—Kate Miller
Cruikshank, Margaret, Ed.
Lesbian Studies: Present and
Future. Old Westbury, N.Y.: The
Feminist Press, 1982. $7.95 paper.
Lesbian Studies is a series of
essays on lesbians in the academic
world, in the classroom, in
literature, criticism, and in history.
Its premise is that women’s studies
programs have been terrorized by
their own homophobia and that this
has resulted in a great loss for gay
and straight women alike.
Lesbian experience is not the
same as all women’s experience, and
the differences extend far beyond
the bedroom. We must consider
lesbian culture as a separate entity,
essential to but different from our
study of women’s culture.
Some of the contributors have
been “out” for years, while others
have long remained in the closet for
fear of losing jobs, tenure, respect of
their colleagues and — worst of all
— for fear of “endangering” the
survival of women’s studies
programs. All seem to agree that
lesbian teachers must have the

courage to “come out’’ in the
classroom in order to free the flow
of creative energy that is locked
behind unnecessary fear, and in
order to teach the truth.
The articles and essays cover a
wide range of subjects and include a
listing of lesbian periodicals, a large
bibliography, and sample syllabi for
courses on lesbianism.
“Aware of the harm inflicted on
us all by heterosexist bias, we will
no longer accept anthologies on
women in literature which neglect
lesbian writers, courses in women
and society which ignore lesbian
culture, sexuality courses which do
not consider our sexuality, or any
course which presumes to be about
human experience but merely
covers heterosexual experience....
If Lesbian Studies challenges
academic feminists to re-examine
their teaching and research and
provides them with new material
for their classrooms, it will achieve
its purpose” (from the Introduction,
by Margaret Cruikshank).
—Emily Fireweed

Detro, Gene. Mary Militant.
Holmgangers Press, 1979.

Gene Detro is a local male poet
who has written a long poem about
Mary, the mother of Jesus. Detro’s
Mary is not a passive, pretty
Leonardo angel but an amazon:
“... it’s right and proper
for my sisters to hear from male
quarters
that yes you are the salty sun: the
branching greenery of
sometimes rowdy Christ on earth
and his ardent, verdant, vernal
urban
commando
ma.

His poem is rambling, talky,
outrageous, political:

“Churchmen who fear drag queens
and hookers but fear
similar fevers in themselves —”
says Mary Militant.
I believe it is a feminist poem,
which is why I review it here. I wish
I had enough background in
Catholicism to understand all the
references. What I do understand is
a Christianity dedicated to strength
and to action, to the present and to
the value of speaking out for
change. Detro’s “Mary Militant,”
who seems to be an aspect of the
poet himself, rants and rails against
misogyny in its many, including and
especially its ecclesiastical, forms.
All of this is expressed in a jazzy
rhythm, an earthy and humorous
and angry voice. Mary Militant is an
intriguing surprise.
—Emily Fireweed

SUBSCRIBE!
In order to keep printing, we must
get 20 new subscriptions or renewals each
month. Please do your part to help keep
us in business. If you picked up this copy
for free, subscribe. If you are a subscriber,
it’s probably time to renew. If your subscription is
current, give one to a friend.

Footprints
By Orvie Ruder
eW’d better hurry and
finish pouring this
concrete before it
starts to rain, Mac.

“And I hope to hell that those
little bastards don't put their feet in
it or do anything to screw it up. ”
Mac grunted and placed two
sawhorses at either end of the
freshly poured cement. “Oh oh! Just
in time,” as the first big drops of
rain splattered the pavement.

“What’s going on over at Mrs.
Commager’s? My God, it’s the
hearse from the funeral parlor! Do
you suppose. . .no, it couldn’t be.
Why old Mrs. Commager hasn’t had
a sick day in her life. Wasn’t Becky
canning with her just yesterday
morning?”
“Dead! What’s dead? Do you
mean like that sparrow who was all
cold and stiff on the porch? And it
will never fly or sing again? It will
just rot away and get eaten by
worms and no one will ever know
that it ever lived sang or flew?”
Tears were streaming down
Becky’s face. It just couldn’t be true,
not Mrs. Commager. Not her friend.
She was the only person in the
whole world that knew how to make
a whistle out of a willow twig. The
only person who knew where the
wild strawberries grew.
And now she was just like that
sparrow. Mrs. Commager was gone
and Becky would never see her
again. Nothing left of her, nothing to
show that she ever lived.

“Yes, she is such a good girl,”
Mrs. Muldoon said. “I can’t un
derstand what has gotten into her
though. She’s hardly slept a wink.
She isn’t eating anything, just picks
at her food. I’m worried about her,
she looks downright peaked.”

It wasn’t fair! It wasn’t fair!
Becky tossed and turned. The moon
came in the window and flooded the
room. How could anyone who knew
as much as Mrs. Commager be gone
without a trace. How awful to have
lived
so
long
and
then
just. . .vanish.
Becky sat up suddenly, looked out
the window. The scene was as
bright as day. She could see the two
sawhorses over the freshly poured
sidewalk. She crept out of bed,
down the backstairs, through the
kitchen and out the door.
The grass was cold and wet on her
feet. She touched the cement, it
gave way under her finger. Good it
wasn’t dry yet! Ever so carefully
she balanced on one foot and forced
the other into the still soft concrete.
Then she turned and made her way
home, back to bed. Becky smiled to
herself and then fell fast asleep.

“God damn! Look at this, half a
footprint in the cement. One of
those pesky little bastards figured
out a way to get in and ruin this
sidewalk. We’ll never be able to get
it out. We’ll probably catch hell from
the boss.”

“Whatever it was with Becky
seems to be alright now. It’s almost
9:30 and she’s still asleep. Let’s just
hope she eats a good breakfast.”
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Sappho’s Isle

In Memory of Sharon Lee Brown
and For Her Friends

Now you fly over some surreal mountain.
Below your shadow scissors
on the burning sands —
indomitable, dazzling arrow,
black bird of prey.
Or belly up to the sun
you are the exquisite flower of light
that breaks my heart.
Your oranges,
they are unspeakable.
They glitter like the tropics.
Your fires like pinwheels
pulse their magnificence.
You are the Bengal tiger
in a blaze of autumn leaves.
You are the calico cat
in pursuit of a butterfly.

Our poetry theme for March is “Friendship,”
which turns out to be (not surprisingly) a kind of
extension of last month’s selections on “Love.”
In April we would like to print poems and
graphics dealing with “Birth and Re-Birth.”
Poems and art for April are due March 10. In
May, our poetry page will feature work relating
to the theme of “Peace.” Due date for May
poems is April 14. If you send your work with a
stamped self-addressed envelope, the Poetry
Editor will be glad to respond.

Bessie Overstreet

Most like a sunset,
You are there and
then you are not there.
Each evening I watch you
boil your way down into the sea
and efface yourself in purples.
The quick sea birds
dive through your waters
and emerge with a trail ofpink pearls.
I place my hand
where you were wrenched
from the photograph.
Iam distracted by your blues
that envelope me like mist.
Your eyes were the sad eyes
of Hollywood stars.
You were the screaming woman
in the silent film.
Your dust is the dust of rainbows
and touches like a kiss.

Shivering
I study her weathered
face
with its piercing eyes
and draw nearer to her
workbench
where I warm my cold
wits
at her flaming mind
a fourth-grade scholar of
magnitude
who never returned to the
one room school
after she reached age
ten
on the walking plow
what a treasured friend
the only philosopher
I ever quote

— Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel

I remember you as easily
as you slipped into that other world,
arms raised up to the sky,
a poem on your lips.
You are the fiery angel and presence
Ifeel in wind and sun and stars.
— Ruth Hatch
Reprinted with permission of The Academy of
Arts and Humanities, Seaside, California.

Just how did you get to be the way you are?
I see you as you are.
With rainbow mirrors you are like a child,
with truth like a man.
With love you are like a woman.
And with me you are like sand in an hourglass
moving with now
through change and difference we are united
weaving and gliding
at peace and excited.
I see you as you are.

— Eve Lissner

A friend
loves you, truly
not for your
innate weakness,
but in spite
of it.
A friend
absolves you,
completely, compassionately,
before you
ask forgiveness.
A friend
nurtures you
and your metamorphosing
from celibate
coal
into a diamond,
magnificent, elegant,
fashioned forever
under pressure
A friend
wears your friendship,
tenaciously, unconditionally,
eternally close
to the heart.
— Joyce Chobanian
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North on 101

Friends are Loved Ones

Low clouds trickle sun
across the hills.
The highway's long.
Coming this far
has not been easy.

Friends are loved ones
sharing with each other
what we've learned
how we've grown
what we've hoped for

How many times have we had coffee
at your big table in the afternoon
strong, with cinnamon,
and always with it, something sweet?

Friends are loved ones
caring for each other
understanding where we've come from
knowing what we've been through
dreaming of where we are going

The highway's long.
Seeing you has not been easy.
You are a woman unconvinced
of your beauty,
yet knowing your own way
you let me find my own.
The highway's long.
Leaving you has not been easy.
Yet your giving
and your withholding
will always pull me
south along the highway,
through the patterned hills
to you again,
my friend.

Friends are loved ones
daring to go beyond
the walls that keep us apart
the fears of disapproval
the desires of the moment
Friends are loved ones
giving gifts of each other
— Edith M. Peck

— ek
aching for you alone
despair comes unawares
after a long pause
I know the cause
of actions not played out
of hesitant touches lying bare
of solitude chosen and fought
of spoken words desired though false
of paths easier travelled in weakness
sliding and slipping in reality
rather than courageous with dreams
my own fingers deceive me

— Jane Pontius
Copyright 1982

A Most Extraordinary Gift
Vegetables-Plus to Delight the Senses
She said, It’s everything we have in the garden.
Can an ordinary brown poke
Filled with ordinary garden produce
Be, instead, EXTRAordinary?

Three new potatoes, assorted sizes;
one a marble, the soil still clinging to it
as if reluctant to let its mother go while still an infant.

Halfa cabbage,
the cut revealing the inside structure, a marvel of nature.
Leaf lettuce, just entering the adolescent stage—soft and yielding.
Parsley, so kinky-curly its flavor is instantly available to the tastebuds.
Chard, its energy ready to delight the consumer.
Chives, to give a salad an onion flavor without the onion aftertaste.

Sorrel (Rumex scutatus), leaves shaped like hearts ready to warm the other
ingredients of the created salad and prompt
the taster to say, A little bit’ll do ya.
Tying all together
And surrounding all these products of the cooperative efforts
of woman (and man) and nature:

Love, with a dash of delightful sense offancy
to flavor an EXTRAordinary gift!
— M. Ruth Whitcomb

(for the goddess)

these people
who talk of mirrors
must be blinded
by glare on the glass
to think of solid separations
a hard silver skin between
what the mind creates and
purely objective fact
you could never attain
that shiny surface patina
reflecting more than my own
requested or expected reality
the full rolling range of your wave
carries its own reflexive complement
each movement or affection
feeds fuels and returns
propelled by me to
nourish yourself
unlike a mirror
which can gift only the eye
via synaptic trick
you actually bestow
restoration
catalyzing then
integrating the ascetic and gypsy
we explore both sides
on all dimensional levels
the bipolar wheel spins completely around
we are every
possible point on this line
and the gyre
expands
— Jennifer Lagier
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Near & Gilbert Perform

Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert
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. . . Quality Copying, Printing and Design
A WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS
207 16th Street, Pacific Grove

Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert (of
the Weavers) will culminate their
national tour with a series of seven
shows at the Great American Music
Hall, April 28-May 1.
The concerts will be recorded for
a live album to be released in
September, and the May 1 shows
will be filmed.
Holly Near recently returned
from a very successful national and
international tour celebrating the
release of her sixth album, Speed of
Light, on Redwood Records.
Ronnie Gilbert is best known as
the “soaring contralto” and
“exuberant presence” of the
Weavers, the pioneering and best
selling folksinging group of the
1950s.

Near and Gilbert first worked
together in the Weavers’ reunion
film, Wasn’t That A Time. The film,
which made it onto several “Ten
Best Films of 1982” lists, will be
aired on KQED, Channel 9, on
Saturday, March 5 at 8 p.m. and
again on Friday, March 11 at 10:20
p.m.
Showtimes are 8 p.m. on Thur
sday, April 28 and 7;80 and 10:30
p.m. April 29-May 1’ at Great
American Music Hall, 859 O’Farrell,
San Francisco, 94109. Tickets are
$10 and are available at BASS ticket
centers and by mail (before April
18). Send a check and self
addressed, stamped envelope to
TIX, GAMH, at the above address.

PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN
Anxiety Management * Assertion Training
Compulsive Eating * Problem Solving
Decision Making * Hypnosis
for more Information, contact:

Claudia Daniels, MFCC
Lynne White Dixon, LCSW
Cypress Institute
563 Figueroa, Monterey
(408 ) 624-0570 or 646-0117

373-8273

River

A RECORD RELEASE PARTY
Rising Records is proud to announce
the release of RIVER'S debut album
"Undercurrents".
Come join us in celebration on Sunday, March
20th from 4 - 7 p.m. at the
Pacific Yachting Club, 333 Lake Ave.,
(On the Harbor) in Santa Cruz.
Refreshments served/Bar open
River will be available to autograph albums.

Catch the current

For more information call (408) 659-3752
Available March 15th at:
The Record Factory, Santa Cruz, Capitola, and Monterey.
Rainbow Records, Santa Cruz, Cymbaline Records, Santa Cruz,
Do Re Mi Music, Carmel.

Under currents
COMING
THIS SPRING
On Rising Records

classifieds

DIANA S. CASE
MARRIAGE, FAMILY, CHILD COUNSELOR

FRANCES VASHAW, M.A., Counselor, Ego
counseling orientation. Work on transitions,
eating disorders, menopause, self-image.
Sliding scale fee. 649-8170.
HAVE NEEDLE, Seek Userl I snagged my
compression hose (cost of one pair, $110). I
have a latch needle for mending hose but do
not have the skill to do it. One by one Hittenbergers Orthotic Service stores have lost
their repairers. Their only advice is to "dam"
the snag so it won't run. I say, "Damn, there
must be someone in the area who knows how
to use my needle." If you know of anyone
with a needler-knitter skill, call me at 6242592. M. Ruth Whitcomb.

DIVORCE IS A difficult time for children as
well as parents. Counseling can help the
family cope with this period of stress. Call
Sylvia Krimsley, M.S. Licensed Marriage,
Family and Child Counselor, No. M6324, 3/22001.

Edie Broeckelman
Certified Public Accountant
899-2344

MASSAGE. Relaxing, therapeutic at af
fordable, sliding scale fees. Take care of
yourself! You deserve a massage by a certified
massage practitioner. Seven years ex
perience. Call Sue Ellen Stringer at 375-8959.

STONER & WELSH
Attorneys
Katherine E. Stoner, Michelle A. Welsh
229 17th Street
P.O. Box 128
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 373-1993
LIFELINE DIET MEALS. Low salt, low calorie,
low fat. Available as frozen entrees at
Monterey Nob Hill Market, Carmel Monte
Mart and the New Granary. For more in
formation, call 899-5040.

(408) 375-6142

• transitions

• personal growth
• stress management

This size is only $14.40.

• relationship issues
• assertiveness training
• career & life planning

Individuals

ESALEN-SWEDISH MASSAGE
Treat yourself to a nurturing, nourishing
one and one-half hour massage
Joni Caldwell, MA, CMT
373-2443

Back Up Your
Calendar Listing
With a Display Ad

• counseling

-

Couples

-

Groups

lic# mm-16208

since

Expert automobile
sales and service
assistance is now
available to you!
Call Ellen Gundlach.
MATAR IMPORTS
Monterey Peninsula Auto Center

1966

hours ~
10 am • 5 pm

Maryjo

tuesday
thru friday

custom picture framing
408~372~2801

20 % discount with this ad

4 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

the Bagel

Bakery

Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272
Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714
Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280
Carmel -173 Crossroads
Highway 1 & Rio Rd. - 625-5180

BAGELS • BAGEL SANDWICHES • BEVERAGES • DESSERTS
Dine in or take out — the finest on the Peninsula . . . and always fresh.

899-3713

Demeter Resources
(an endangered species)

TAKE OUT
AVAILABLE

Maggy's Pizza
LASAGNE • SPAGHETTI • SALADS
BEER AND WINE

Open Daily 5-10 p.m.
Sundays 4-10 p.m.

281 Lighthouse
Monterey, 646-1160

margot's
CAFE BALTHAZAR
“Natural, wholesome food from scratch.”

170 FOREST AVE

Demeter Needs Your Help!
LEARN SKILLS:
•Typesetting
•Layout
•Paste-up
•Editing

CONTRIBUTE:
•Articles
• Poetry
•Graphics
•Time

MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSELOR

LIC. NO. MH 16969

(408)375-8111

feminist therapist
relationships
creating self-purpose
body images & eating disorders
communication skills
sexual orientation
domestic violence

or write to us at 229 17th St., Pacific Grove 93950

(For MPC Independent Study credit, call Demeter)_________

373-1474

BARBARA LICHT-GREENBERG____________

Call Now 375-5629
Job Requirements:
Sense of humor □ Love of sisterhood □ High threshold
to burnout □ fun-loving spirit □ willingness to work with
interesting women

PACIFIC GROVE
Margot Wells

monthly all-day women's workshop
1010

CASS

STREET

MONTEREY.

CALIF.

93940
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Keep In Touch

Subscribe to Demeter

Clip and mail to P.O. Box 1661, Monterey 93940

Monterey, CA 93940
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